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PReg 
Summary and overview 

•  Please  briefly summarise the  proposal  and state whether the  proposal  is for an  increase,  
 decrease  or  no change to the PCF relative  to the previous year.  

 

1.  IPReg is not proposing to increase the  2021  practising fees. The IPReg Board considers that the 
proposed 2021  budget  will enable it  to deliver its business plan which  carries forward the  key  
project of  reviewing  our regulatory arrangements.  The review was due to be launched earlier  
this year but  was postponed due to the pandemic.   
 

2.  Recognising that the Covid-19 pandemic may have had a significant detrimental impact  on some  
attorneys and firms, we propose introducing a process by  which fees can be waived for 
attorneys who are facing hardship as a result.  The LSB advised IPReg when it reviewed  our draft  
application after the consultation process had closed,  that  our  proposal  to  make changes to  our  
regulatory arrangements to grant  waivers  in these  circumstances  was  beyond what  the LSB  
would expect to approve through the  practising fee  approval process.  The LSB  initially  
considered whether the changes required a full rule change application. However,  because the  
changes are COVID-19 provisions and are time limited,  it has  invited  IPReg  to provide  it  with a  
notification under  its  COVID-19 blanket exemption. This has therefore been  added to Annex  7  of 
this document.   

 
3.  We are proposing to increase the  maximum  late payment fee to  £200.  It has been at its  current  

level of a maximum  of £125 since  2009  and IPReg  considers that increasing the fee  will provide  
an additional incentive for  attorneys and firms to pay  on time, thereby reducing the  
administrative costs  of chasing late payers.   

 
•  Please state how the current  application  addresses the matters  (if  applicable) raised in the  

LSB’s decision letter approving the  previous year’s PCF application.  
  

4.   The LSB stated in its  “Summary of expectations for next application”:  
 

a.  IPReg to  continue to build  on its  efforts  to promote  awareness of the consultation and  
to consider other possible avenues for engaging with  the profession on the fee  
proposals in the interest  of receiving a greater amount of feedback;  
 
IPReg update:  paragraph 8 of this application sets  out the consultation  process. The new 
CRM system has enabled us to send targeted emails to all our registrants  to alert them  
to  the consultation and to remind them of that  the closing date was approaching.  We 
received  a range of responses which raised a number  of issues  and we have set  out in  
this document how we have considered  them.   
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b.  If IPReg  refers to inflation in future PCF consultations  and applications,  we  expect it  to  
use measures accepted by  ONS;  
 
IPReg update: not applicable.   

c.  IPReg  to provide estimates  on the allocation of PCF  to  specific areas  of work under  [LSA]  
section 51(4)(a)  [permitted purposes].  
 
IPReg update: No practising fee income is used to fund activities  that are not permitted  
purposes.  Paragraphs  23  - 25 and Annex  6 of this document  show how fee income is  
allocated to  all IPReg’s activities. It is important to note that because IPReg is a small  
team, it is  more efficient for staff to  work on  a variety of different matters.  This  ensures  
continuity across different  projects and also provides  opportunities for staff to  work in  
different areas  of policy. However, this does  mean that it is not possible to allocate the  
budget to specific areas of  work on a more granular level  in a way that larger regulators  
may be able to do.   
 

d.  IPReg to  provide  either full impact assessments or an explanation of why  such  
assessments were not  considered appropriate.  
 
IPReg update: please  see paragraphs 39  –  43  of this document.  

 

• If any  pre-application discussion  was  held with the  LSB  prior to the submission  of this  
application,  please set  out  what  (if any) issues were  identified  by the LSB and how this  
application addresses  them.  
 

 

5.  The IPReg CEO notified  our LSB relationship  manager  of our approach and timing on  7  October. 
A draft application was sent to the LSB on  19 October.  We received the LSB’s comments  on the 
draft on  23 October  and have addressed  them in this application.   

Developing the overall budget and application 

A. The budget statements  and figures and a description of how the  overall  budget was  
developed and settled, in particular:  
•  a br eakdown and clear  description of  the budget  setting process  and how the budget was  
arrived at, including consultation with the regulatory and representative arms  
• evidence that the immediate and medium-term needs have  been taken  into account, ensuring 
it has been  developed in accordance  with  business/strategic plans  

 

6.  In March  2019, the IPReg Board  met to discuss its strategic priorities. In  setting its strategic  
priorities the Board  wants  to be  more externally focused to ensure that its regulatory framework  
encourages and supports innovation:  
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o  In the provision of services  that providers are able to  offer consumers and the ways in which  
those services are provided, including the use  of law tech. We  will do this by ensuring that  
our review  of regulatory arrangements focuses on  setting reasonable standards  but does not  
‘gold plate’ them;   

 
o  By encouraging the entry  of new providers  of education courses  (at both  the foundation and  

advanced levels). We want people who want to become trade mark attorneys and patent 
attorneys to have a variety  of routes  into the profession (including apprenticeships). We  
want these  to be provided  using different delivery  methods and to introduce new subjects  
(e.g. law  tech).  We  consider that,  over time, this  will help to increase diversity, improve  
quality and lower costs.   We also want to review  on a more regular basis the quality and  
performance of existing accredited  education providers; and   
 

o  By ensuring that its requirements for continuing competence, in addition to protecting 
consumers,  are relevant to  the changing way in which  legal services are provided  and the  
commercial requirements  of regulated individuals and entities.  

 
7.  The 2021  budget was developed against this background. The Board considers that it should  

plan over a rolling  2-3  year  horizon and the business  plan sets  out the work that we propose to  
do up to  2022  (see  Annex  1). The budget  (see Annex 2)  has been set  to ensure that the business  
plan can be delivered over  this timescale.   
 

8.  On  7 September,  we provided CIPA and  CITMA with  an advance copy  of the consultation  
document and detailed budget. These documents  were published on  our  website on  8 
September. All our registrants were notified  of the consultation by email  on  8 September.  They  
were also sent a reminder  email on  29 September. We discussed  the proposed budget and  
practising fees with CIPA  and CITMA at our quarterly  Regulatory Forum on  3  September. The  
Forum  was  attended by  the IPReg Chair and CEO,  the  CIPA  President, Vice President and CEO  
and the CITMA  President and CEO.   

A description of  contingency/reserves arrangements. This must include:  
• assurance that reserves are set  at  an adequate  level for  the  upcoming budget  
• assurance that the  impact of high-level reserves (if  appropriate) have been considered  when  
setting  the fee levels.   

 

9.  Our reserves policy is on  our website together with the level of reserves  at  1 January 2020.  
These are reproduced at Annexes  3a and  3b.  We have assessed the level  of reserves  that we 
need to ensure that we can respond  to unexpected events such as an inability  to collect  
practising fees for three  months at the beginning of the year (general contingency reserve of  
£200k)  or significant litigation (reserve of £210k). In addition, we keep reserves to fund  
appropriate diversity initiatives (£23.7k). Our general contingency reserve is slightly below  three  
months’ running costs (£242.5k) and  we  want to increase it  over the next 3-4 years  when  it is  
prudent  to do so.  We  would also like to increase the reserve  we hold for funding diversity  
initiatives so that we can fund a wider range of activities.   
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B. A breakdown of  the budget  for  PCF  
Total PCF income  collected in the current  and budget  year and a breakdown  of  how it was  
allocated or  spent:  
• by  department or expenditure category  
•  an  explanation of any  variation  in total PCF spending between the current and budget year  

 

10.  A comparison of the  2020  budget against actual expenditure at 30 September  2020  is at  Annex  
4.  The current pandemic has altered our spending pattern over the course  of the  year.  For  
example:  we have postponed the recruitment of  a new policy  officer until 2021;  Board meetings  
have been held  online since lockdown resulting in lower costs  than anticipated for  room 
bookings, travel and subsistence;  the review of our regulatory arrangements (and associated  
external legal costs) has been  put back  to the autumn.  Our income has also  changed, with  the  
award of costs  from disciplinary hearings; some  of these costs have now been paid and we are  
pursuing those who have not yet made payment arrangements with us.    
 

11.  Our audited annual accounts have been agreed by the Board and  a link  to Companies House  has  
been  published  on our website.  

 

• a comparison of PCF for  approval  in  the budget  year, with level of PCF in  the current  year and 
explanation  of  why the fee level  has changed (if applicable)  

 

The following  tables sets out  the proposed 2021  fees; no changes are being proposed  to the fees:  
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Attorneys/Individuals 
Proposed 2021 Fees 

Single register Both registers 

 
  

    
     

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  

 
  

    
      
         

        
  

                                   
 

  

    

Attorney solely undertaking corporate work 

Attorney in private practice 

Attorney not in active practice 

Sole trader attorney not employing other attorneys or 
professionals 

Sole trader attorney: 
employing other attorneys - add fee per 

attorney 
employing other professionals - add fee per 

professional 

£177 

£215 

£161 

£353 

£353 
£71 

£283 

£283 

£353 

£258 

£504 

£504 
£71 

£283 

https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/06624948/filing-history
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..... I _J 

Proposed 2021 Fees Registered Bodies (this includes ABS and non-ABS firms) 
Single or both registers 

Registered Body through which a single attorney and no 
other attorneys or other professionals provide services 

£138 

Any other registered body 
Base Fee £353 
add fee per attorney £71 
add fee per other professional £283 

practising via the registered body 

12.  IPReg’s fees are set out in its Practice Fee Regulations. If the LSB agrees the proposed  2021  
practising fees, the IPReg Board will make new  Practice Fee Regulations  (see Annex 7). We  
understand that, as in previous years,  the  LSB will not  require IPReg to  submit a separate  
application to alter these regulatory arrangements because the primary approval route for the  
level of fees is  the Legal Services Act  (s51)  and any consequential alterations to regulatory  
arrangements would be considered an exempt alteration.   
 

13.  The current registrant categories and approach  to fee  setting have been used by IPReg  since its  
inception  in 2010.  In  the context of  the  2013  application for designation as a licensing authority,  
we explained  that in setting our fees,  we aim  to:   
 

a.  be transparent about the  cost basis for our fees;  
b.  be fair in terms  of the cost  allocation to different sizes of firm;  
c.  ensure that our  fees genuinely reflect the cost of  regulation;  
d.  ensure that our fees are not directly,  or indirectly, or unjustifiably discriminatory;  
e.  facilitate the  efficient regulation  of individuals and firms, in particular by their simplicity  

to administer;  
f.  ensure that no firm cross-subsidises  the cost  of regulating other firms;  
g.  prevent the structure of the practice fee distorting  the choice of designation  of an  

entity.1  
 

14.  The fee structure has now  been in place for  nearly a decade  and will be  reviewed  in the context 
of the review  of our regulatory arrangements.  Any proposals will of course be  subject to full 

 
1  See section 1 of Appendix 5 of the Licensing Authority application  
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consultation and  would require LSB approval.  We expect any changes to be included in  the full 
rule change application to  the LSB and so any changes are unlikely to  affect the 2022  practising  
fee.   

 

In  addition,  if the  proposal is to  increase the PCF relative to the current year,  include a forecast  
budget for the current  application  and for the  next three years (where  available)  
 

• an estimate  of the PCF for the next three years  (where available)  
 

 
15.  Not applicable.   

 

• anticipated income from  all sources  (including non-PCF  income) and its allocation  to permitted  
purposes for the current application  and where available, for the  next three years   

 

16.  Our anticipated income from  practice  fees in 2021  is £906,936.  This assumes that attorney  
numbers will reduce by  5%  as a result of the pandemic and the end  of  the Brexit transitional  
period. We may  receive some  application fees from  either  entities  applying to be licensed  and  
/or role holders. However,  since the number of those  applications is not under our control  we  
have  –  as is our normal practice  –  not included any figure for them in  our budget. We have not  
included an estimate  for interest in 2021 as any amount received is likely  to be immaterial in the  
context of  the budget due to the  low level of interest  rates.   
 

17.  IPReg is a regulatory body  and all the income  we receive is used for permitted purposes.   
 

• explain the reserves policy and rationale/requirement for any  high-level reserves  
 

 

18.  Please see paragraph  9  for information  about our reserves.   
 

C. Regulatory  activities  
• Assurance that the regulatory  arm  has been  given  sufficient resources to carry out their  
functions in compliance with section 30  of the Act  and the supporting Internal  Governance  
Rules.  

 

19.  The IPReg Board considers  that keeping fees level  will provide sufficient resources for it to carry  
out its regulatory functions. We are self-funding and do not rely  on CIPA or CITMA to provide  
any  resources or shared services.  The proposal is therefore consistent with the IGRs.   
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Consultation on the PCF 

A.  Description of the consultation process  conducted w ith  fee paying  registrants    
• including length of time the  published consultation  was  open  
 

 

20.  On 7 September,  we provided CIPA and  CITMA  with  an advance copy  of the consultation  
document and detailed budget. These documents  were published on  our  website on  8  
September. All our registrants were notified  of the consultation by email on  8 September. They  
were also sent a reminder  email on  29 September.  We discussed  the proposed budget and  
practising fees with CIPA  and CITMA at our quarterly  Regulatory Forum on  3 September. The  
Forum  was  attended by  the IPReg Chair and CEO,  the  CIPA  President, Vice President and CEO  
and the CITMA  President and CEO.  

 
21.  The consultation closed at  5pm  on  6 October. Two  late responses  were received and  were  

considered in full.   
 

• summary  of consultation responses  
 

 

IPReg received  10 responses to the consultation:  

6 responses from individual attorneys of which:  

•  2 are on both registers  
•  2 are on  the patent attorney register  
•  2 are on  the trade  mark register  

 

Of the individual attorneys, 4 are in private practice, 1  is a sole trader and  1 is not  actively practising.  
These individuals are referred to as Attorney A  to  Attorney F in  the analysis.   

2 responses were from registered bodies, both  of  which are on the trade mark and patent registers  
and each  of which  employs 30-35 attorneys.2  These firms are referred  to as Firm  G and Firm H in the  
analysis.   

CIPA and CITMA also responded  (see Annex 5).  

2  We have not provided exact  numbers so that the firms cannot be identified.   
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Analysis of responses 

Question 1. What are  your views on the proposal to  keep practising fees at the  2020  level?  

Most of the respondents  supported the proposal not to increase fees in 2021. Firm H commented  
that although a reduction in fees  would be preferable, the proposal not to increase fees was  
“reasonable”.   

Attorney A  commented that paying the practising fees  and CIPA and CITMA  membership fees is  
“something of a financial burden” and suggested that  the Institutes should be  merged.   

Attorney E considers  that the cost  of regulation  on sole traders and small companies is  “unfair and  
vastly disproportionate”. Attorney  E recognised  that small companies  “may present  more regulation  
issues” it  would be reasonable for large firms  to bear more  of the cost. Attorney  E pointed out that  
many large firms use sole  traders as  consultants but that the sole trader bore the regulatory costs.  
Attorney E also pointed  out that sole traders  may often be competing against unregulated providers  
who do not incur regulatory costs.   

CIPA said that it fully supported the proposal not to raise fees. CIPA takes  the view that a decrease in  
attorney numbers is unlikely; if that occurred, it would expect IPReg  to  adjust its resources rather  
than increase fees. CIPA considers that any impact on  attorney numbers  as a result of Brexit is  only  
likely  to have an impact  on  trade  mark  attorneys and that patent  attorneys should not have  to pay  
increased fees as a result.  CIPA states that there should not be a long-term commitment to increase  

fees annually “beyond the  point at which CIPA and the Legal Services Board believe that the 
efficiency savings delivered by the business plan should place IPReg in  the position to be able  to  
reduce fees”. CIPA asks that IPReg considers  the level  of practising fees beyond the completion  of its  
efficiency saving projects and provides clarity  on how it intends to  meet the expectation that fees  
will be reduced.  

CITMA also supported  keeping fees at the  2020 level.  It said that it hoped  “that for  2022 it may be 
possible for fees  to be reduced if there is a degree of certainty and activities return to some form  of 
normality”.  

IPReg response  

IPReg  welcomes the support for holding fees level in 2021. We will always try to look for more  
efficient  ways  of carrying out our activities  –  but  there are certain core regulatory activities that have 
to be conducted in addition to  key projects. We will  continue to  monitor the impact  of the pandemic  
as 2021 progresses to try to establish the likely impact on  our income for 2022 and engage with  CIPA  
and CITMA  to discuss the possible implications  of a reduction in attorney/firm numbers. It is  
important to recognise that if the overall number of regulated lawyers (e.g. solicitors, barristers,  
licensed conveyancers, legal executives, attorneys) decreases, the percentage of  IPReg’s budget that  
will have to be paid as a levy to the LSB will increase.  This will have a direct impact on  our ability to  
reduce  our own fees since  currently  the  LSB levy accounts for around 7%  of  our total budget.   

We have engaged separately with Attorney A to  explain that  membership  of CIPA and CITMA is  
voluntary and that attorneys do not have to belong to an Institute to be  on  our registers.   

We note the comment about the issues raised when competing with unregistered providers.  
Although research shows  that consumers value using  regulated lawyers, we agree that it is  
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important to  consider the impact  on sole traders and  small firms  as part  of any considering of   
increasing the regulatory burden on them.   

 
Question 2. What are  your views on the proposal to  waive fees for  individual attorneys who are  
facing hardship as a direct  result of  the pandemic?  

This proposal  was welcomed by all respondents. Attorney B  suggested  that the proposal should  
apply to anyone facing hardship, not just as a result  of the pandemic. CITMA also asked IPReg to  
consider referring attorneys who are facing hardship to them  as they  could then  signpost them to  
the Benevolent Fund.   

IPReg response  

IPReg considered carefully  whether to extend consideration  of hardship beyond  the impact  of the  
pandemic. However, we consider that  the pandemic is likely to be  the  main cause of hardship in  
2021  and that it is appropriate at the  moment  to focus on that. We will inform attorneys who apply  
to us  that  the CIPA and CITMA Benevolent Funds may  be able to help them.   

 

Question 3. Do  you have any comments on the approach to waiving fees? Have we identified the  
right requirements for proof of hardship?  If not, please make suggestions as to  what these  should 
be?  

The proposal to waive fees  in cases  of hardship  was  welcomed by those who commented on it.   

In terms  of the requirements for proving hardship, Firm G is concerned that  the requirements that  
we proposed for proof of hardship will not work  effectively across all types  of people. It said that  
although it  may work for self-employed, sole practitioners, or single people it  would not work for a 
person who  is married/co-habiting where there is joint income. Firm  G suggested that the method  
for calculating hardship should be based on  the income/expenditure  of the attorney/the  practice for 
the last twelve  months, prior to application.  

Firm H considers that  the requirement that the hardship be as a direct result  of the pandemic  
appears open to interpretation, and  may be  too strict  a requirement. It considers that a general 
economic downturn  may result in redundancies that  are difficult to link directly  to  the pandemic and  
that a letter of redundancy may not refer directly to the pandemic; this point was also made by  
Attorney  D. Firm H suggests that a letter  of redundancy (without  mention of the  cause) should be  
sufficient.   

Firm H also questioned whether  the requirement that the attorney is receiving  means-tested  
benefits  was necessary. It gave  the  example that using this as a criterion  could potentially mean an  
attorney with  few assets but relatively high levels  of saving for a mortgage deposit, could be  
excluded but  that a home-owning attorney  with little  or no  mortgage but relatively low levels  of  
cash savings, would be  eligible. Firm H believes  that this would not  capture  the intention behind the  
motivation  to waive fees. It suggests  making  the  waiver applicable to any attorney  made redundant  
from the time Covid-19 started to have an impact on  business activities in the UK. It recognises that  
this may result in  more attorneys becoming eligible for the  waiver with a greater reduction in  
practising  fees but  considers that it would also reduce the complexity  of administering the  waiver.  
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CITMA agreed that it would be appropriate for any request to waive fees to be supported by proof of 
hardship. It considers that the requirements of proof, as outlined in the consultation, appear to be 
reasonable and fair. CITMA said that it hoped that IPReg would be supportive where it is clearly 
difficult for an individual to obtain the required proof. It pointed out that there may be 
circumstances when it is not straightforward to obtain the proof required and that if that happens, 
IPReg should allow the waiver. 

CIPA welcomes IPReg’s commitment to introduce measures to alleviate hardship and supports IPReg 
having the discretion to waive practising fees for individuals in circumstances such as redundancy 
and receipt of means-tested benefits, and for sole traders who have suspended or ceased trading. 

Attorney D questioned whether the entitlement to a waiver would be automatic if an attorney 
provided the required evidence. Attorney D considered that in those circumstances, if the waiver is 
still subject to the IPReg Chief Executive’s discretion it could be open to a biased approach and 
potentially unfair decisions. Attorney D suggested that a fairer process would be to put a time limit 
on when the waiver applies, or to cap the total amount of fees that could be waived or to limit the 
number of attorneys who could be granted a waiver. 

IPReg response  

IPReg has considered carefully the suggestions that have been made. We agree that a redundancy 
letter may not refer specifically to the pandemic and therefore we will not specify the exact wording 
that we would expect to see. In terms of proof of hardship, the proposal that the attorney should 
provide proof of means-tested benefit was made to provide an element of independence in 
assessing hardship because IPReg does not want to put in place a complex process for that 
assessment. It is the case that, as Firm H points out, an individual with cash savings for a mortgage 
which exceeded the benefits threshold would not be entitled to Universal Credit. We can see that 
the suggestion that the waiver is granted to any attorney who has been made redundant during the 
pandemic might be a simpler approach, however, it would not necessarily meet the objective of 
alleviating hardship because some attorneys who had been made redundant may not be suffering 
hardship. We therefore consider that the original proposal to require proof of receipt of means-
tested benefits (or proof that a sole trader has ceased/suspended trading) meets the objective of 
identifying attorneys who are in hardship. 

In response to Attorney D’s concerns, our intention has always been that once appropriate proof has 
been provided, the waiver will be automatic. We take on board CITMA’s point that proof may not 
always be easy to provide and will take that into account when reaching a decision. 

Question 4. What are  your views on the proposed requirement that full fees should be paid if an 
attorney  who has had their fee waived is employed again?  

This proposal was generally supported.   

Attorney B supported this  proposal but considers  that the  waiver should go  wider than hardship  
caused by  the pandemic  and therefore  that  the proposed dates for paying full fees again needed to  
be changed.   

Attorney  D questioned the requirement to pay the full fee within  28 days from the date of  
notification to IPReg that  they had been employed, pointing out a number of practical difficulties  
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that could arise  for the attorney as they started a new job.  CITMA also  made this point. Attorney  D  
suggested that 60 days would be more appropriate,  with a cut-off  date towards  the end of the 2021.  
CITMA suggested that allowing  3  months to pay would be more appropriate.   

Firm G questioned whether the cost to IPReg of  monitoring and implementing this process  would  
outweigh the financial benefit to it. It commented  that, given the hardship  that some firms are 
experiencing, it could  make employing someone less attractive  as it  would be an  additional cost.  

CITMA queried what would happen if an individual returned to  employment in  2022,  when  the  
timeframe for waiving fees  had  ended  and asked whether  that individual would  be required to  
backdate payment for fees  due in 2021.  

IPReg response  

IPReg is pleased that this proposal was generally supported. We take on board the potential 
difficulties that an attorney may face when starting a new job, particularly if their new employer 
does not pay their practising fee. We therefore consider that it would be targeted and proportionate 
to increase the time to pay the fee to 3 months from the date their new job started. 

In response to CITMA’s query, we will consider as part of the process for setting the 2022 practising 
fees whether the hardship scheme should be extended. However, even if it is not, we will not expect 
an attorney who starts a new job in 2022 to pay any fees for 2021. 

Question 5. What are your views on the proposal to increase the maximum late payment fee to 
£250? 

Attorney B commented that the potential increased revenue is not significant (and may be less if the 
increased penalty acts as an incentive to pay on time). Attorney B also commented that the initiative 
might be counter-productive if those who are not actively practising decide to come off the register 
rather than pay the late payment fee. 

Attorney D objected to the increase, stating that its current level is already high and that it did not 
cost much to send automated emails to attorneys who had not paid. The Attorney pointed out that 
delay in paying fees could indicate hardship and that taking a “personable and understanding 
approach” would be better. Overall, Attorney D considers that the proposed penalty is 
“disproportionate and unenforceable”. 

Attorney F whether the late payment fee was appropriate for all member categories, for example 
self-employed consultants, and others who may have a legitimate excuse for late payment, for 
example because of unexpected poor health. 

Firm G and Firm F supported the proposal. 

CITMA said that it has no objection to a late payment fee per se, but has some concerns at the 
proposal to double the maximum fee which it says appears to be excessive and not wholly justified 
by the information provided within the consultation. CITMA commented that if IPReg were able to 
provide further details on the circumstances under which an individual would be charged the full 
late payment fee it would help with transparency and may justify the increase and level proposed. 
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CIPA noted that  only forty-two registrants received a late payment penalty in  2020 and that only ten  
of these were at the full rate of £125. Given the low numbers,  CIPA does not see how an increase in  
the late payment fee will create  a greater incentive for registrants to pay in a timely  manner.  

IPReg response  

It is important to note that the IPReg Chief Executive has discretion to  waive the late payment fee if  
the circumstances in a particular case merit it. In practice, therefore,  the fee is only applied to  
attorneys/firms  who do not have any  mitigating circumstances for late payment. We do not consider   
that the vast  majority of attorneys/firms that do pay their fees on  time, should be cross-subsidising 
the few attorneys/firms who do not. The proposal to increase the late payment fee is  therefore  
targeted  specifically at those who delay payment for  no good reason. Given that the late payment 
fee has never been increased, we consider that there needs to be an increased incentive on  
attorneys/firms  who delay  payment without any justification. IPReg has put in place a process for  
attorneys who want to be removed from the register.  The Annual Return process  does result in a  
number of attorneys retiring each year and if they apply for voluntary removal then they do not pay  
a practising fee (or late penalty).  However, we understand the concerns  about  a significant increase  
and have  therefore decided that a maximum late payment fee of £200  would be a more  
proportionate amount.   

IPReg will ensure  that we notify attorneys about the increase in the late payment fee (if it is  
approved by the LSB) when we  send  out notification that the Annual Renewal process is underway  
and with subsequent reminders to pay fees.   

Question 6  –  Do you have any  evidence  of the impact that each of these proposals  will have on  
different categories of individuals or firms? In particular, do  you have any evidence of the  
potential impact on the diversity of the profession?  

Attorney  D commented that it was  not  possible to  provide any evidence of the impact  until  after the  
proposals were accepted and had  had an  impact.   

Attorney E considers  that this issue has a direct impact on diversity  of  the profession.  Attorney E  
states that large firms  tend to  overwhelmingly reflect  a certain  traditional cross section of society  
and the profession. In contrast  Attorney E consider that a large proportion of "sole traders"  
represent parents who have chosen to be self-employed due to the greater flexibility in working  
hours and locations than  that offered by traditional (generally  city-based) large firms.  

Firm G is concerned  that  the hardship criteria may  adversely affect a married/co-habiting person,  
who is the lower earner in  a relationship. It considers  that it  may be  that  the attorney’s practice may  
not be able to support  the  payment  or the fee, even if their combined  married/co-habitee wealth  
could support it. Firm G points out that, given  that the  balance of wealth in society is  male  
dominated, this affects  women  more  than men. e.g. a female attorney with her own firm may be in  
difficulty and not able to access any benefits because she is  married/co-habiting.  

Firm H, CITMA and  CIPA stated that they did not have  any evidence of the impact on diversity.   

IPReg response  

Information published by IP Inclusive states that  CIPA’s membership data shows  that 28% of its  
current patent attorney  members are female and that CITMA’s  membership data shows that at  the  
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end of Q3  2019, 53.3%  of its trade  mark attorney  members were female.3  IPReg considers that 
keeping fees at the same level as 2020  will help all attorneys/firms  including those  with a more  
diverse workforce. The proposed hardship criteria are  based on receipt of State benefits,  eligibility  
for which is not under IPReg’s  control.   

IPReg  will monitor (without identifying individual attorneys)  the gender and (former) employment  
category  of attorneys who  have their fees  waived on the grounds  of hardship.   

Question 7. Do  you have any comments on the proposed Business Plan?  

Firm G questioned IPReg’s  continued support of the Legal Choices  website. It asked to see what 
traffic  on the Legal Choices website comes  from  those interested in IP saying that it does not know  
of any trademark or patent resource  that  would direct a potential user of an IP professional to  the  

website (other than IPReg’s own website  which is not  the usual first port of call for someone seeking  
advice). Firm  G notes  that there is  very limited reference to patent and trademark attorneys  on the  

site and that there is no apparent reference to IP in the “small business” section  of Legal Choices.  
Firm G considers that for someone needing IP advice, it would be hard  to find the Legal Choices  
website. Firm G considers  that if firms and attorneys are expected to fund the  website through the  

practising fees, then IPReg  should raise  the IP profile  on the site. Firm G considers that as it stands,  
despite the cost to the profession, it does not appear to have any value for the profession.  

In its response, CITMA states that it is pleased  to see that the  2021 business plan  focuses on  
completing the activities identified in the 2020 business plan, but which have not yet been  
completed, in particular the review of regulatory arrangements. CITMA considers it sensible for 
IPReg not  to undertake too many other activities during 2021 and for the review  of regulatory  
arrangements to be a key activity for the year.  

CIPA welcomed the fact that the  2021 business plan  maintains  the focus  on the  review  of the  
regulatory arrangements. It considers that this is an important piece  of work and states that CIPA  
looks forward  to supporting IPReg in  this work in whichever way IPReg deems appropriate. It says  
that given the uncertain  times we find ourselves in, it is right that IPReg’s business plan  should focus  
on its  key core activities during 2021.  

IPReg response  

IPReg’s understands Firm G’s concerns about funding the Legal Choices website when its focus is on 
areas of law other than IP. We have a statutory objective to increase public understanding of the 
citizen’s legal rights and duties (usually referred to as ‘public legal education’). We also have a 
statutory objective to protect and promote the public interest. Information from the Legal Choices 
website shows that it has been well used during the course of the pandemic. IPReg considers that its 
public interest objective is not necessarily restricted to IP matters and that support for the Legal 
Choices website is a cost effective way of fulfilling that wider duty. Nevertheless, we will keep the 
funding requirements under review, particularly if there is a significant impact on our fees in 2021. 

Attorney D made several detailed comments on the proposed Business Plan, the main issues raised 
were: 

3  https://ipinclusive.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ipi-2019-benchmarking-survey-report.pdf   
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•  Payroll salaries accounts for too  much  of the budget,  particularly if part-time staff also  work  

elsewhere; staff benefits should be  more transparent.   
 
IPReg response  –   in an  organisation  with a small number of staff and a relatively  small 
budget, it is inevitable that  the salary costs will take up a larger proportion  of the  overall 
budget than in an  organisation with  more staff. No  staff have other jobs, although the Chief 
Executive sits  on a disciplinary panel for one  of the health regulators about  6 days a year.  
Staff benefits comprise contribution to a workplace pension scheme.  There is a requirement  
for all employers  to provide a workplace pension scheme  and the statutory minimum is now   
5% of the  qualifying earnings. IPReg has also put in place a health cash plan  which provides  
cashback  on essential health care and access to valuable health and  wellbeing services.  
IPReg also provides life insurance and sick pay. IPReg  considers that all these benefits help  to  
support a diverse workforce. These benefits (other than the workplace pension  which is a  
statutory requirement) were put in place shortly after the new Chief Executive started in  
order to  ensure  that IPReg  could attract and retain high calibre staff; no staff have left the  
organisation since then. The scheme which provides access  to healthcare has been  
particularly  valuable during the pandemic.   
 

•   Has IPReg negotiated any reductions  on its  office  costs during the pandemic?  
 

IPReg response  –  we  received  a reduction of £9,720 in our licence  costs and service fees for 
the  months of April to July  2020.  We have also been able to make some savings on room  
hire, catering and travel costs.   

•  A query about the  methodology for calculating the  LSB and Ombudsman levy, in  particular 
why the LSB levy is calculated on  the total number of lawyers, not just the number of  
attorneys.  

IPReg response  –  the methodology  for calculating  the  LSB levy is not something over  which  
IPReg has any  control. It is  based on  our percentage of the total number of lawyers  
regulated by the bodies  that the LSB  oversees. So even if the total number of trade mark and  
patent attorneys stays constant, if  the number of (say) solicitors and barristers decreases,  
IPReg’s levy  will increase because  trade  mark and patent attorneys  will comprise a higher 
percentage of the  overall number of lawyers. The LSB levy also fluctuates depending on  
whether it underspends its  budget; this has happened  in recent year and, as  a result, the  
levy increased  by 9.6% in  2018/19 and 10% in  2019/20. For 2020/21, the LSB levy  is  around  
£400  below  its 2019/20 level  at  £69,310 (around 7%  of our total budget).  
 

•  A query about the conduct  and disciplinary costs  and whether room hire  was necessary.  
 
IPReg response  –  these costs represent fees for individuals who  sit  on the disciplinary panels  
as well as the cost  of the legal advisers. Although all hearings have been  online  since  
lockdown, hearing prior  to  that were held in London and therefore required room hire.   
 

•  A query about the compensation policy insurance premium, what it is for and how often it  
has been used.  
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IPReg response  –  this policy is part of our regulatory arrangements  and provides insurance  
for circumstances  that  PII does not normally cover such as fraud. We do not provide details  
about the insured amount  of the excess payable to the public or registrants. There have  
never been any claims  on the policy.    
 

•  Why does IPReg need access to Practical Law and Westlaw  when  many  commercial 
companies do not have access to it?  
 
IPReg response  –  it is because IPReg is  only a small team that subscriptions such  as this are  
important both for access  to general information and  also to  standard  template documents.  
Access  to up to date consolidated versions of legislation is also essential. We consider that  
the subscriptions  offer good value for money compared to if we had to get  external legal 
advice on  all the  different matters  for which we use Practical Law  and Westlaw.   
 

•  Questions about how effective the  Legal Choices project is in relation to consumers who  
need IP advice.  
 
IPReg response  –  see above  
 

•  A request  to clarify what diversity initiatives we undertook and  what  we  will be  undertaking 
next  year and in  which part of  the country.  
 
IPReg response  –  Funding of diversity initiatives in 2020 included contributing  £2k  to IP 
Inclusive’s running costs and donating £5k  to Stemettes to fund editions of their online  
magazine. We welcome  applications for funding but  we cannot predict  what initiatives we  
will fund in future  years or  where  they will be based.   
 

•  A query about  our education projects and about actions we have taken against accredited  
providers and why  meetings have not been held remotely.  
 
IPReg response  –  our focus on education is on working with education providers. This  
involves  working with those who are already accredited (e.g. when issues arise or in order to  
reaccredit them) or working with providers (whether  existing  or  new entrants)  who want to  
set up new courses as a route to qualification.   We have recently been working  closely with  
Queen  Mary London  on a number  of issues that have  been raised by students and CITMA  –  
see for  example item 11.3 in our  May 2020  Board minutes. As  with the disciplinary hearings,  
meetings prior to lockdown were held in London, those since then have been held remotely.   
 

•  In relation to our PR/Communications budget, a question about  whether IPReg has held any  
workshops or other  activities  across the UK.   
 
IPReg response  –  one of our Board  members regulatory attends the CIPA student  induction  
day to talk about IPReg’s role. In addition,  the review  of our regulatory arrangements is likely  
to involve workshops and  other activities, although whether  these will be able to  be face to  
face is  outside IPReg’s  control at the moment.   
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Question 8. Do  you have any comments on the draft  Practising Fee  Regulations  at Annex A?  

CITMA queried whether the ability to require further information  should be  made explicit in the Rule  
rather than  only being in Guidance.   

IPReg response  

IPReg agrees  that it would  be appropriate to  make this power explicit in  the Rule.   

 

• changes to the PCF proposals as a consequence  of  consultation responses  
 

 

22.  Having carefully considered the responses, we have  made  the following changes:  
 

a.  We  will not expect  applicants applying for a waiver  on the grounds  of hardship to  
provide a redundancy letter that specifically cites  the  pandemic as the reason for  
redundancy;  
 

b.  We  will allow attorneys who have had their fees  waived and subsequently get a job up  
to  3  months to pay their practising fee;  

 
c.  We will only  increase  the  maximum late payment fee to £200;  

 
d.  We  will make explicit in the Practising Fee Rules that  IPReg has the power to request 

additional information to inform its decision whether to  waive a fee.   
 

• details  of consultation with non-commercial  bodies (e.g. Law c entres federation, Citizens  
Advice  etc.)  or an  explanation of why  their  views had not  been sought.  
 

 

23.  IPReg does not regulate any special bodies and has not, therefore, needed to  consider any  
departure from the general practising fees rules for any special body or groups  of special bodies.   

Permitted Purposes 

This section requires information for both  the  current and budget year  
A. Description of total  income (PCF and n on-PCF) allocated to permitted p urpose  including   
• Non-PCF  income allocated or  spent on  permitted purposes, broken down by  
department/expenditure  category and Commercial  income  arising from PCF funded permitted  
purposes  (and explanation if this income  is to  be used for  non-permitted purposes)  
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24.  IPReg retains all the income it receives from practising fees  –  it does not provide any  money  to  

CIPA  or CITMA for  permitted purposes. In  2020, all IPReg’s income has been applied (and in  2021  
all  income  will be applied)  solely for permitted purposes.   
 

B.  Description of total PCF  income allocated solely  to  one or  more  permitted purposes  including 
a breakdown of   
• PCF  income allocation  to each  regulatory  permitted purpose  
 

 

25.  In terms  of allocation to the statutory permitted purposes, using the definitions in the Legal  
Services Act section  51(4):  

 
a.  The regulation, accreditation, education and  training of relevant authorised persons and  

those wishing to become such persons, including:  
(i) the  maintaining and raising of their professional standards, and  
(ii) the giving of practical support, and advice  about practice  management, in relation to  
practices  carried  on by such persons;  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this permitted purpose = £896k  
 

b.  The payment of a levy imposed  on the approved regulator under section  173 [the LSB  
and the OLC];  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this  permitted purpose =  £74.3k  

c.  The participation by the approved regulator in law reform and the legislative process;  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this permitted purpose =  £0  
 

d.  The provision by relevant authorised persons, and those  wishing to become relevant 
authorised persons, of reserved legal services, immigration advice  or immigration  
services to  the public free  of charge;  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this permitted purpose =  £0  
 

e.  The promotion of the protection by law  of human rights and fundamental freedoms;  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this permitted purpose =  £0  
 

f.  The promotion of relations  between the approved regulator and relevant national or  
international bodies, governments or the legal professions  of other jurisdictions.  
 
Estimated breakdown  of practising fee allocated  to this permitted purpose =  £0  
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26.  A more detailed breakdown of planned  expenditure  is  shown in more detail in  the Table  

overleaf.  

Activity 
2021 Budget 2020 Budget 
£ % £ % 

Resources incl. Chair and Board and Staff Costs  £602,600 62.1% £610,650 64.7% 

Operational Costs incl. Corporation Tax, Financial 
Expenses, General Administrative Expenses, IT Expenses, 
CRM development, Legal & Professional and Contingency 

£188,630 19.4% £155,048 16.4% 

Policy & Governance incl. Compensation Policy 
Insurance Premium, CMA re Legal Choices, Conduct & 
Disciplinary , Diversity Initiatives & Education 

£101,850 10.5% £97,500 10.3% 

Legal Services Board and Legal Ombudsman 
Levy £74,310 7.7% £74,713 7.9% 

PR/Communications £3,000 0.3% £6,000 0.7% 

TOTAL £970,390 100% £943,911 100% 

For more detail about these figures see Annex 6. It is important to note that because IPReg is a small 
team it is more efficient for staff work on a variety of different matters. This ensures continuity 
across different projects and also provides opportunities for staff to work in different areas of policy. 
However, this does mean that it is not possible to allocate the budget to specific areas of work on a 
more granular level. 

•  PCF income allocation  to each  non-regulatory (representative) permitted purpose   
 

 

27.  Not applicable.   

 

•  PCF income allocated to  shared/ central services between the regulatory and representative  
arm  (broken down by department/  expenditure  category).  
 

 

28.  Not applicable.   

 

C. A description  of  permitted purposes activities which were/will be  undertaken  and if possible,  
an  estimate of the  proportion of permitted purpose  activities undertaken  relative  to non-
permitted purposes  activities.  
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29.  Please see the Table  at paragraph  26  for  anticipated  income allocation. No fee income is used to  

fund  activities that are not  permitted  purposes.  Other than  payment of the LSB  and  OLC  levies,  
all IPReg’s income is used to fund  the permitted  purposes  set out in the Legal Services Act 
section 51(4)(a):  
 

•  The regulation, accreditation, education and  training of relevant authorised persons and  
those wishing to become such persons, including: (i)  the maintaining and raising of their  
professional standards, and (ii) the giving of practical support, and advice  about  practice  
management, in relation  to practices carried on by such persons.   

Transparency of PCF information to fee-paying registrants 

A. A description  or copy of the information  that will be  provided to  fee  paying m embers, which  
is  clear and accessible  and includes  
•  The level of  the PCF  
 

 

30.  Please see draft response below.   
 

• How the PCF  has been set  
 

 

31.  Please see draft response below.   

 

•  A breakdown of how the  PCF income  will be allocated to non-regulatory/regulatory and  
shared services.  
 

 

32.  The draft response explains that all PCF income is allocated to regulatory activity.   
 

• An explanation  of  why commercial  income arising from PCF funded permitted purposes  is to 
be used for non-permitted purposes.  
 

 

33.  This is not relevant to IPReg.   
 

• An  accurate presentation  and representation of the LSB and Office for Legal  Complaints (OLC)  
levies so the regulated community is  clear about the proportion of  PCF  attributable to the  levies    
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34.  Please see draft response below.   

 
35.  We  will provide details  of the  2021  practising fees to  all registered individuals and entities by  

sending emails to them  via our CRM  system.  We will publish the  new Practice Fee Regulations,  
the 2021  budget and  2021/22  business  plan on  our website  once the LSB  has made its  decision  
on this application.  
 

36.  We expect that the  email to registrants  will be:4   

Dear [Name]   

I am writing to let you know that  the Legal Services Board (LSB)  has  agreed  to  IPReg’s proposal that  
its practising fees should not be increased in 2021. It  has also agreed to our proposal that we should 
be able to  waive fees for attorneys who have  suffered hardship as a result of the  pandemic.  Please  
log in to your IPReg Pro account for  further details of the waiver scheme  and how to apply for it.   

Your practising fee includes a levy to pay for  the LSB and the Legal Ombudsman. IPReg does not have  
any control over the amount of these levies. IPReg’s contribution to  the LSB levy  for  its  financial year  
2020/21,  is estimated to  be  £64,473.  Our contribution to the  Legal Ombudsman’s  costs is set at the  
minimum amount of  £5,000 because it receives so few complaints about IPReg registrants.  The LSB  
and Ombudsman levies together  comprise  around 7.6%  of our  total expenditure.   

All the income  we collect from practising fees  funds our regulatory activities; if you are a member of  
CIPA and/or CITMA, they will collect your  membership fee separately and use it  to fund their own 
activities.  You do not have  to be a member of  CIPA or  CITMA to be on IPReg’s register(s).   

Please note that if you do not pay your practising fee by [31 March] you may have to pay a late  
payment fee of 50% of the  practising fee up to a maximum of  £200 in addition to your  practising fee.   

Regulatory and Equality Impact assessment 

A. A description  of  how the  proposed PCF  may potentially impact on  various groups, in  
particular  those with  protected characteristics, within  the approved regulator’s membership 
(whether the proposal  is for the PCF to be static, increased or  decreased).  
 

 

37.  Keeping fees at their 2020 level with provision  to waive fees for attorneys  who have suffered  
hardship as a result of the  pandemic is likely to benefit all attorneys, including those  with  
protected characteristics.   
 

38.  As in previous  years, the practising fees have been structured to ensure that UK registered  
attorneys and attorneys  who are solely  European registered attorneys (but are  operating in the  

 
4  Note that this draft may change.   
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UK) and  other professionals regulated by us  through a regulated  entity,  are paying substantially  
the same practising fees to IPReg.   

For example  (subject to an  accumulation  of rounding differences  totalling  £3):  

•  UK  patent/trade mark attorney  –  individual fe e of £215  plus the entity pays £71  for each UK  
attorney it employs  –  total £286;  
 

•  European patent/trade mark attorney  –  entity pays fees  of  £283 for each  other lawyer it  
employs.  

B. A  description  of  how the PCF  has been  developed in light of the regulatory objectives set out  
in  the Act and better regulation  principles.  
 

 

39.  The final 2021/2022  Business Plan  (Annex  1)  is compatible with the  regulatory objectives  and 
better regulation principles  –  for example:  
 
•  The  review of  the regulatory arrangements will provide a more  proportionate, targeted  and  

“fit for the future” set of rules and regulations and  will consider what regulation can safely be  
removed or reduced in  order to  reduce barriers to entry and encourage competition  whilst  
ensuring appropriate levels of consumer protection;  
 

•  Our work  on the accreditation and re-accreditation of examination agencies  and encouraging 
the  entry  of  new  providers  of  education c ourses  (at  both t he  foundation and a dvanced l evels)  
will help to  encourage an  independent, strong, diverse and effective IP  legal profession by  
ensuring that good  education standards are  maintained;  
 

•  Our day to day work  on  disciplinary matters and investigating complaints a key factor in  
protecting consumers;  
 

•  Similarly, o ur day  to  day  work  on  facilitating new  entry  supports  the  objecting of  encouraging 
effective competition;  
 

•  Our support for diversity initiatives and for the  work that IP Inclusive undertakes  is consistent  
with ensuring a diverse legal profession.     
 

C. A Regulatory and/or Equality Impact  assessment (optional)  
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40.  We note that producing a regulatory and/or equality  impact  assessment is optional and do not  

consider it necessary or proportionate to produce either type of assessment  to support an  
application not to increase  fees.  
 

41.  In particular, we note that there is no  statutory  obligation to  conduct an EIA  and that the  EHRC  
has not produced guidance on EIAs. We asked in the consultation for  evidence  of the potential  
impact on the diversity  of  the profession. Please see  pages 14  and  15 of this document  for  the  
responses and  our consideration  of them.  
 

42.  When the LSB reviewed our draft application it  stated:  
 
“In lieu of a formal assessment are you able to provide anything further in the  application to set  
out how IPReg has assessed whether there are any differential impacts on those attorneys with  
protected characteristics,  particularly in the light of COVID-19 or last year’s fee increase?”  
 

43.  We have reviewed  EHRC Guidance  which  sets  out examples  of  questions that can help determine  
the relevance  to equality  of policy proposals. We note in particular that the EHRC  states:   
 
As with everything, proportionality is a key principle. Assessing the impact on equality of a major  
financial proposal is likely  to need significantly  more  effort and resources dedicated to ensuring  
effective engagement, than a simple assessment of a proposal to  save money by changing staff  
travel arrangements.  
 

44.  With  this  in mind, our analysis is  set  out beneath each  question:  
 
•  Does  the policy affect  service users, employees or  the wider community? The relevance of a  

policy to equality depends not just on the number of those affected but on the significance of  
the impact on them.  
 
The proposal to  hold fees level in 2021  does not directly impact service users, employees or  
the wider community. Any  change in practising fees could have an impact  on consumers  if it  
fed  through  to  the level  of  fees  that  they  pay, but  this  is  very  unlikely  to  happen  in the  context 
of holding fees level.   
 

•  Is it likely to affect people  with particular protected characteristics differently?  
 
The proposal to hold fees level in  2021  seems  very  unlikely to affect people with particular 
protected characteristics  differently. Our records show that  only 6.6%  of registrants (188  
attorneys) pay their  own fees direct to us; the actual number  who  pay their own fee  may be  
lower if those that pay  us  direct are able to claim  the payment back from their  employer.   
 

•  Is it a  major policy,  significantly affecting how functions are delivered?  

No.   
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•  Will the policy have a significant impact on how other organisations operate in terms of  

equality?  
 
No.  
 

•  Does the policy relate to functions that have been identified through engagement as being  
important  to people  with particular protected characteristics?  
 
No.  
 

•  Does  the policy relate  to an area with known inequalities?  
 
No. The policy concerns the payment of fees by attorneys/firms, not the overall  diversity  of  
the profession.   
 

•  Does  the policy relate  to any equality objectives that have been set by your organisation?  
 
IPReg has a statutory duty  to  encourage  an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal  
profession. We consider  that the proposal not to increase fees in  2021 is consistent with  that  
objective and,  even though fees are not increasing,  we will continue to allocate a significant  
amount of our reserves to  support diversity initiatives.   
 

45.  In terms  of  the LSB’s request to provide information about  the number  of attorneys who left the  
register during the 2020 fee collection process, 30 attorney applications for voluntary removal  
were  submitted between  1 December  2019 and 31  May 2020.5  Of these:  
 
•  1 attorney  initially  cited cost as the reason but withdrew  the  application when  we  explained  

they  need not be a  member  of CIPA  or CITMA  to remain registered;  
 

•  20 listed retirement as at least one of the reasons  for leaving  the  register;  
 

•  6 listed career change/move to unregulated sector/  extended parental leave as a  reason;  
 

•  5 listed ill health as at least one  of the reasons for leaving the register; 
 

•  2 attorneys  were leaving  one  of the  registers  only;  
 

•  3  attorneys  withdrew their applications (two  could no longer retire due  to Covid,  one  returned  
to work  due to  Covid).  

 

5  IPReg’s 2020 p ractising fees increased  by between £4 and £11.   
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The  vast  majority  of attorneys  therefore left the register in  order to retire, not as a result  of any  
differential impact of the  increase in fees.   
 

46.  We have also  reviewed  Government guidance  on the better  regulation  framework  principles.  This 
states:  

This guidance is intended for government departments and applies to those impact  assessments 
which consider  regulatory measures  –  regulatory impact assessments  (RIAs). It includes  
information on how to comply with  statutory requirements,  including  measuring progress against  
the  Business  Impact  Target,  as  set under the  Small  Business,  Enterprise,  and  Employment Act  2015  
(SBEE Act).  This guidance applies to all regulatory measures  (subject  to the exclusions below) and  
is  applicable to all domestic measures, including policies that relate to the UK’s  withdrawal  from  
the  European Union.   

47.   “Regulatory  measures” are defined in  section  22(3) of the SBEE Act as:  

A “regulatory provision”, in relation to a business activity, means a statutory provision which (a)  
imposes or amends  requirements, restrictions or conditions, or sets or amends standards or gives  
or amends guidance, in relation to the activity, or (b) relates to the  securing of compliance with,  
or the  enforcement of,  requirements,  restrictions, conditions, standards or guidance which relate  
to the activity.  

48.  We do not consider that  our proposal not to increase  practising fees in  2021  is caught by the  
definition of “regulatory measure”.  We do not consider that the proposal to waive fees on  
production  of appropriate  information is a regulatory measure  –  it is a voluntary process which  
attorneys can apply for if they wish  to.  We consider that the proposal to increase the late payment  
fee might  be considered  a regulatory  measure  (although we note that the Guidance states that  
provisions and their impacts are  excluded from the  definition of regulatory provisions  if they are 
in  connection with  “imposing, abolishing,  varying or in  connection with any tax, duty, levy or  other 
charge”)  but that in any event  its impact  will be  de minimis  and a RIA is not, therefore, necessary.  

Other supporting information 

49.  The following assumptions  underpin IPReg’s budget projections:  
 
a.  There  will be a decrease of 5% in attorney numbers as  a result  of  the pandemic and the end  

of the Brexit transitional period;  
 

b.  The LSB levy  will increase by around 10% a year  (based on  historical trends). The 
Ombudsman levy  will remain at £5,000;  
 

c.  Any increase in staff salaries  will be considered by the  Board  once the fee collection  process  
is nearing completion  to determine whether  an increase is affordable;  
 

d.  Board  members’ fees and travel and  subsistence allowances will not increase;  
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e.  The new policy  officer will not be in post until mid-2021;  
 
f.  There will not be  any significant increase in complaints  that IPReg has to investigate;  
 
g.  The level/scope of  entity  application fees  will not change from their current level/scope;  

 
h.  Legal Choices funding will continue at £5.8k  a year, funded  from our reserves. Given the 

feedback  we received as a result  of the consultation process, we  will review the funding  
position  as part of our consideration  of the  2022 practising fees.   
 

50.  The revised  Practising Fee  Rules are  at Annex 7. This also includes  the application to  the LSB to   
waive fees for attorneys facing hardship by  making  temporary  alterations to  our  regulatory  
arrangements in connection with coronavirus  that are exempt from approval under Part  3  of 
Schedule 4  to the Legal Services  Act  2007.  

Contact details 

Please contact Fran Gillon or Karen Duxbury with any queries. 
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 Business Plan 2021/22  

Introduction 

1.  IPReg is undergoing a significant project  to review our  regulatory arrangements. In addition,  
the impact  of the pandemic on  the IP sector is now known and  this creates uncertainty for us  
in terms  of the amount  of  practising fees that we will be able to  collect.  We  therefore  
consider  that it is appropriate to  continue to focus  on improving the way  we  conduct core  
activities (especially the time taken to investigate complaints) and  to limit the number  of new 
initiatives that we  start.  

IPReg’s strategic priorities 

2.  In March  2019, the IPReg Board  met to discuss its strategic priorities for the period from 2019  
–  2021. The Board has achieved  two  of its priorities  - to implement a new CRM system and  
move to  offices that have  more suitable facilities and better accessibility. In setting its  
strategic priorities (as part  of that review and  more widely) the Board wants to be more  
externally focused  to ensure that its regulatory framework encourages  and supports  
innovation:  

a.  In the provision of services  that providers are able to  offer consumers and the  
ways in which those services are provided, including the use  of law tech. We will  
do this by ensuring that our review of regulatory arrangements focuses  on setting  
reasonable standards but does not ‘gold plate’ them;  

b.  By encouraging the entry  of new providers  of education courses  (at both  the  
foundation and advanced levels). We want people  who want to become trade  
mark  attorneys and patent  attorneys to have a variety  of routes into the 
profession (including apprenticeships). We  want these to be provided using 
different delivery  methods  and to introduce new subjects (e.g. law tech).  We 
consider that,  over time, this will help  to increase diversity, improve quality and  
lower costs.  We  also want  to review  on a more regular basis the quality and  
performance of existing accredited  education  providers;  

c.  By ensuring that its requirements for continuing competence, in addition to  
protecting consumers, are  relevant to the changing way in  which legal services  
are provided and  the commercial requirements  of regulated individuals and  
entities.  

Our day to day activities 

3.  The IPReg team carries  out  a wide range of “business as usual” activities. Theseinclude:  

•  considering  applications  from  individuals  and  entities  for  registration  on,  and  removal  from,  
the registers;  

•  providing  advice on our regulatory  arrangements;  
•  investigating  complaints and taking disciplinary action  where necessary;  
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•  dealing with enquires to  our CRM system and  our “Info” email box;  

•  a rolling accreditation process  of examination agencies and considering  
applications from new entrant  agencies;  

•  responding to LSB consultations and requests for information (e.g.  on the  
regulatory performance  framework and  diversity);  

•  developing policies following recommendations from  external bodies (e.g. the  CMA).  
 

These activities occupy  most of the team’s time over the course of a  typical year.  

Improving our regulatory arrangements 

4.  As we said when we consulted on the  2020 Business Plan, our regulatory arrangements (our  
rules and regulations) have built up over time and, inevitably, there are areas where they  
could be improved. We do  not plan to  change our overall approach to  regulation  –  risk-based,  
keeping prescriptive rules  to a  minimum  and providing guidance to help understand the  
outcomes  we are seeking.  However, we need to review our regulatory  arrangements in their 
entirety. In doing so,  we will make them more streamlined and consistent.  We  will also  
consider whether a “light”  version  of regulatory arrangements for in-house attorneys and  
overseas attorneys  would  be appropriate, taking into  account  the risk posed to  consumers.  

 
5.  This is a significant piece of work, both for IPReg and those  we regulate and we  would like to  

maximise the input we get  from the consultation process. We therefore delayed  the start of  
the review once the restrictions associated  with the pandemic  started.  

 
6.  We have adjusted the timetable for conducting the review in  order to allow sufficient time to  

consider all aspects  of our regulatory arrangements. The adjusted  timetable  is:  
 

•  Q3 2020  –  launch wide-ranging call for evidence about the  changes that are  
required to the regulatory  arrangements with the aim of removing barriers  to  
innovation, disruption and  competition;  

•  Q2 2021  –  detailed proposals for new regulatory  arrangements.  

 
Our aim would be to apply  to  the LSB for approval of the new  regulatory arrangements in Q4  
of 2021  with a view to  them being in force in Q1  2022.  

 
7.  At this stage,  we anticipate that the review will include issues that  we had previously planned  

to run as separate projects  such  as:  
 

a.  improving the application  process for entities  which could include a different  
approach to fees  to ensure that they are consistent and proportionate, new 
guidance and new application forms;  and  

 
b.  more appropriate categories of registrants to reflect better the changes in  

working practices that have taken place since the existing categories were  put in  
place.  
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Education work 

8.  During 2020, we have continued work  on important issues concerning education  
providers:  

a.  Working  with providers to  ensure that accreditation recommendations are taken  
forward  and quality assurance  mechanisms are  fit for  purpose, including 
responding to student and  client feedback.  Where there are  concerns, IPReg will  
raise these  with the provider to ensure that action is  taken. This  work  will 
continue as necessary in 2021;  

b.  we have  consulted on  developing a process for withdrawing accreditation from  
providers who do not  maintain the accreditation  standards. We are currently  
considering the responses to the consultation and will  be developing revised  
proposals later this  year/early  2021;  

c.  developing a more appropriate structure for recharging the cost of accreditation  
to  the examination/course provider.  We want these costs to reflect the 
resources used by IPReg (for example, reflecting IPReg officer time and possibly  
that of Board  members in  their consideration of the  accreditation report).  This  
work will continue into  2021;  

d.  we  will continue to  encourage more pathway providers to offer new qualification  
pathway  options.  

9.  We continue to consider that it is appropriate to review whether  the current system of  
exemptions for attorney qualification pathways is targeted, proportionate and consistent. This  
work will be part  of the regulatory arrangements review Call for  Evidence.  

10.  In addition to the above work,  we will commence a high-level review  of the Accreditation  
Handbook; whilst the initial desktop exercise can be undertaken using the resources  of the 
office and Board members, a comprehensive review  may require independent specialist  
expertise.  

Board and disciplinary panel recruitment 

11.  During 2021, two lay  and two professional Board  members  will each have completed the  
maximum two  terms  of  office. We want to reduce the overall size of  the Board, but we must 
have a lay  majority in  order to  comply with the  LSB’s  Internal Governance Rules. We therefore 
plan to recruit  the two new lay  members and one professional  member.  

12.  IPReg has established a pool of independent lay and professional people to sit on  our 
disciplinary panels. There are currently  3 lay  members and 6 professional members in this  
pool. From time to time we need to recruit more members of this pool to replace people who  
have stood down. We plan  to conduct  this recruitment exercise in  2021 to  ensure that 
sufficient numbers  of people are  available to hear  cases.  

13.  We have allocated  £8,000 for the recruitment of the three Board  members.  We  have also  
allocated £15,000 from  our reserves for the recruitment of panel members and for the training  

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/IGR-2019.pdf
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of Board  members and panel members.  
 

Diversity funding  

14.  For the avoidance of doubt, we remain committed  to  keeping a ring-fenced  reserve to  
fund suitable diversity initiatives. The reserve is currently set at  ~£23,000.  
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2021 BUDGET  

2021 Budget 2020 Budget comparative 

PROJECTED INCOME 
£ £ £ £ £ £ 

Budgeted Practice Fees - Attorneys & Entities 
Bank Interest 

906,936 
0 

906,936 

a. 959,536 
1,200 

960,736 

PROJECTED EXPENDITURE 

LEGAL SERVICES BOARD AND LEGAL OMBUDSMAN 
LSB Levy 
LeO/OLC Levy 

69,310 
5,000 

74,310 

69,713 
5,000 

74,713 

OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE 

Board Costs 
Replacement of Board Members 8,000 b. 5,000 

CMA Market Study (Legal Choices) - supported by Reserve 4,850 5,000 

Compensation Policy Insurance Premium 35,000 35,000 

Conduct & Disciplinary incl. Assurance & Litigation 
External Legal costs and hearing costs 
Recruitment/training of panel members - supported by Reserve 

35,000 
15,000 

50,000 

c. 
35,000 
15,000 

50,000 

Corporation Tax 150 250 

Diversity Initiatives - supported by Reserve 7,000 2,500 

Education &  Projects 5,000 5,000 

Financial Expenses 7,000 5,627 

General Administration Expenses 
Licence & Services 
Other Office Costs 

78,480 
20,000 

98,480 

78,000 
22,711 

100,711 

IT Support (office and website) 
Support 
CRM - OPEX 

10,000 
13,000 

23,000 

10,000 
13,000 

23,000 

Legal & Professional 
Legal & Professional Costs 
Review of Regulatory Arrangements - supported by Reserve 

20,000 
40,000 

60,000 

d. 
20,460 

0 

20,460 

PR/Communications - supported by Reserve 3,000 6,000 

Staff Costs 
CEO 
Regulatory Officers 
Administrative Staff 
Directors' Remuneration 
Employer's NI - staff 
Employer's NI - directors 
Pension Costs 
Staff Benefits 
New Regulatory Policy Officer - recruitment fees, salary, Employers NI, 

pension and benefits 
Staff development and training 

80,100 
264,900 

72,000 
71,100 
48,900 

3,800 
11,600 

7,200 

32,000 
3,000 

594,600 

e. 
78,800 

269,700 
70,400 
82,200 
49,500 

4,300 
11,600 

6,150 

30,000 
3,000 

605,650 

970,390 938,911 

Contingency 0 5,000 

TOTAL PROJECTED EXPENDITURE 970,390 943,911 

PROJECTED OPERATING BALANCE BEFORE RESERVE OFFSETS -63,454 16,825 

Reserves Offset 

Reserve Offset 
CMA Market Funding - Legal Reserves 
Conduct & Disciplinary - Recruitment & training of disciplinary panel 
Diversity Initiatives 
Communication Reserve - PR/ Communication 
Projects - Review of Regulatory Arrangements 

4,850 
15,000 

7,000 
3,000 

24,000 
53,850 

3,998 

PROJECTED OPERATIONAL DEFICIT -9,604 20,823 

Notes:  
a.  Practice Fee Income - fees held at 2020 levels.  

Budgeted Practice Fee Income is calculated by taking our Practice Fee Income as at 7-8-20 and projecting a 5% reduction to simulate a potential fall in the regulated community through either COVID-19 and/or Brexit.  
No estimate has been made for Other Income either from bank interest or from role holder/licensed body applications as per our usual practice as these applications are outside our control.  

b.  Replacement of Board Members (two Lay members and one Professional member) - costs to cover external recruitment costs as well as the selection process costs.  
c. Conduct & Disciplinary - Recruitment & Training of Disciplinary Board members (2020 budget line) deferred to 2021 Budget. 
d. Review of Regulatory Arrangements - external costs for legal advice plus a provision for board member time. 
e.  Directors' remuneration – fees remain at 2020 level. Also included are grossed up expenses for attendance at 2 onsite board meetings. Fees for additional work outside the contracted fees are included against the relevant budgeted 

expenditure line. The 2020 comparative included the additional fees. 
New Regulatory Policy Officer – recruitment deferred to 2021. The budget includes their salary  and all associated costs including the recruitment fee.  
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Reserves Policy  

1. There is no  statutory requirement to hold reserves or to ring-fence reserves for specific purposes. We 

consider that it is financially prudent to hold  reserves for the following purposes: 

a. to cushion against unexpected  or exceptional increases in costs; 

b. financing  specific project  commitments including capital and systems expenditure to  promote 

the  regulatory  objectives  and fulfil our regulatory functions; 

c. alleviating  any short-term  pressure on the level of practising  fee  or  fluctuations in the level of 

fees year on  year; 

d. ensuring sufficient funds to support regulatory and disciplinary actions; 

e. covering  costs  of up to 3 months if we  were unable to  collect practising fees, for example  as a 

result of an IT system failure. 

2. Reserves are considered by the Board annually  when  the operating balance for the preceding financial 

year is identified. Decisions about  the transfer of part  or all  of specific reserve(s) to  or from the income 

and expenditure account will be considered and  made  by the Board  at this meeting. 

3. Additionally, the Board  will review  the level of financial risk that IPReg faces, using information available 

on its risk register and the results of the audit of its accounts for the preceding year.  As a result of this 

review, project-related or allocated costs reserves may be adjusted or reallocated to  other or new 

reserves. 
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RESERVES AND SURPLUS 

As at 1 
January 

2020 
£ 

Board & Chairman Appointments/Communications Reserve 5,000 

IT/Website Reserve 30,000 

General Contingency Reserve 200,000 

Assurance Disciplinary & Litigation Reserve 210,000 

Projects (including research) Reserve 24,497 

Funding Diversity Initiatives Reserve 23,783 

CMA Funding Reserve 8,998 

Communication Reserve 5,000 

Income & Expenditure Account -

£507,278 



Actual 9 me 30-9-20 Budget 9 me 30-9-20 Budget YE 31-12-20 
£ £ £ Notes £ £ £ Notes £ £ £ 

 INCOME 

 Practice Fees - Attorneys & Entities 957,241 957,386 a 959,536 
 Other Income 42,973 1 900 b 1,200 

1,000,214 958,286 960,736 

EXPENDITURE 

LEGAL SERVICES BOARD AND LEGAL OMBUDSMAN 
LSB Levy 48,449 2 52,285 69,713 
LeO/ OLC Levy 3,750 3,750 5,000 

74,713 52,199 56,035 

OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE 

Board Costs 
Replacement of Board Members 0 3,750 5,000 

 CMA Market Study (Legal Choices) - supported by Reserve 4,690 3,750 5,000 

Compensation Policy Insurance Premium 24,000 26,250 35,000 

Conduct & Disciplinary incl. Assurance & Litigation 
External legal Costs and hearing costs 17,223 26,250 35,000 
Recruitment/training of panel members 0 11,250 15,000 

50,000 17,223 37,500 

 Corporation Tax 275 188 250 

 Diversity Initiatives - supported by Reserve  5,000 1,875 2,500 

 Education & Projects 5,730 3,750 5,000 

Financial Expenses  5,832 3 5,200 5,627 

 General Administration Expenses 
Rent & Service Charges - Outer Temple 

 Licence & Services - Little Britain 
10,052 
48,600 [ 58,500 [ 78,000 

 Other Office Costs 8,717 

67,369 

17,033 

75,533 

22,711 

100,711 

IT Support (office and website) 
Support 6,435 7,500 10,000 
CRM development - supported by Reserve 2,646 0 0 
CRM - OPEX 9,569 

18,650 

9,750 

17,250 

13,000 

23,000 

Legal & Professional 
Legal & Professional Costs 15,778 15,345 20,460 

 Review of Regulatory Arrangements 637 

16,415 

0 

15,345 

0 

20,460 

PR/Communications 405 4,500 6,000 

Staff Costs 
CEO  59,205 59,100 78,800 
Regulatory Officers (incl. Budget: Policy Officer £30k) 196,213 4 224,775 299,700 
Administrative Staff 53,735 52,800 70,400 
Directors' Remuneration 52,877 5 61,650 82,200 
Employer's NI - staff 32,157 37,125 49,500 
Employer's NI - directors 2,510 3,225 4,300 
Pension Costs 8,722 8,700 11,600 
Staff Benefits 5,183 4,613 6,150 
Staff development & Training  0 

410,602 

628,390 

2,250 

454,238 

705,164 

3,000 

605,650 

938,911 

 Contingency 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

 OPERATING BALANCE 

 See attached notes 

0 

628,390 

371,824 

3,750 

708,914 

249,372 

5,000 

943,911 

16,825 
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ACTUAL v BUDGET 9 MONTHS ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2020 

THESE FIGURES HAVE BEEN PREPARED FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION  PURPOSES AND ARE UNAUDITED 
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ACTUAL v BUDGET 9 MONTHS ENDED 30 SEPTEMBER 2020 

THESE FIGURES HAVE BEEN PREPARED FOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION PURPOSES AND ARE UNAUDITED 

Actual 9 me 30-9-20 

1 Other income includes Role Holder Approval Fees, Licensed Body Application Fees, Late Payment Penalty fees and Bank Interest. Other income includes Role Holder Approval Fees, Licensed Body  
Application Fees, Late Payment Penalty fees and Bank Interest. Also included is £31,227 in respect of costs awards. 

2 LSB Levy is made up of 3 months of 2019/2020 levy and 6 months of indicative 2020/2021 levy. The Indicative levy for 2020/2021 of £64,473 is lower than budgeted. 
3 The largest component of the Financial Expenses budget line relates to commission and charges on card transactions, which is predominantly incurred during the 2020 renewal period. 

(The value of card transactions at end September is approximately 57% higher than the value of all card transactions in the year 2019) 
4 The recruitment of the new policy officer has been delayed to 2021 and the first stage recruitment costs have now been treated as a prepayment and will be allocated to 2021  (£3,360)  
5 Additional fees charged by directors have been allocated to relevant budget lines and are not included in Directors Remuneration. 

Budget 9 me 30-9-20 

a Budgeted Practice Fees is the estimated 2020 practice fees from renewals plus a proportion of the estimated amount for admissions of attorneys during the year. 
b Budgeted Other Income is only in respect of bank interest. As the number of applications in respect of role holder positions and licensed bodies are outside our control, as per our usual practice, we have  

not included a figure for this in the budget. 
c The budgeted expenses for the 9 months ended 30-9-20 are three quarters of the total budget for the year except for Financial Expenses. As the largest component of this is from card transactions during 

the 2020 renewals process, the budgeted figure has been adjusted to take this into account. 
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IPReg: 2021 Business Plan, Budget and Practising Fees consultation 

1. The  Chartered  Institute  of  Trade Mark  Attorneys (CITMA)  is responding  to the 

consultation by  IPReg  on  their  2021  Business  Plan,  Budget  and  Practising  Fees in  its 

capacity as  an  Approved  Regulator,  as  defined  in the  Legal  Services Act  2007 (the  Act) 

and as the  representative body for  Chartered  Trade  Mark Attorneys  and the  wider  trade 

mark  and design  profession.  We  are  grateful  to  IPReg  for  the  opportunity  to comment. 

2. Our  response answers the  specific questions  asked  in the  consultation  as  well  as 

offering  some broader  comments. 

Question 1. What are your views on the proposal to keep practising fees at the 

2020 level? 

3. We support  the  proposal  to  keep practising  fees  at  the  2020  level.  We  welcome the 

sensible approach outlined by IPReg  in the  consultation.  The  reasons provided for  not 

uplifting  fees  as  well  as the reasons  provided for  not  decreasing  fees  would appear 

reasonable  and appropriate in these  challenging  and uncertain times. 

4. In previous responses  to  practising  fee  consultations we made clear  that  we hoped for  a 

reduction in  practising  fees, all  things being  equal,  in future years.  This  was something 

the  Legal  Services Board supported  through  an  expectation  for  the  cost  of regulation to 

reduce  over  time.  This  remains our  overall  position, but  we  appreciate  the  current 

uncertain  times  and  accept fees remaining  at  2020 rates.  We  would hope  that  for  2022  it 

may be  possible for  fees  to be  reduced  if  there is a degree  of  certainty  and  activities 

return to some form  of  normality. 

Question 2. What are your views on the proposal to waive fees for individual 

attorneys who are facing hardship as a direct result of the pandemic? 

5. We support  the  proposal  to  waive fees  for  individual  attorneys  who  are facing  hardship 

as a direct  result  of  the  pandemic.  Any  support  towards those impacted  in  this 

unfortunate  situation  is to be welcomed. 

6. We would like to take  the  opportunity to  remind  IPReg  that  as  most  Registered Trade 

Mark  Attorneys are likely to  be  members  of  CITMA,  should IPReg  come into contact 

with someone  who  may  be  experiencing  financial  hardship,  it  might  be  helpful  to 

signpost  them  to  the  ‘support’  services  CITMA  has  available.  For  example,  the  CITMA 

Benevolent  Fund. 

Question 3. Do you have any comments on the approach to waiving fees? Have 

we identified the right requirements for proof of hardship? If not, please make 

suggestions as to what these should be? 

7. We agree  that  it  would be appropriate for  any  request  to waive fees  to  be  supported  by 

proof  of  hardship.  The  requirements of  proof,  as  outlined in  the  consultation,  appear  to 

be  reasonable and fair. 

8. We would hope  that  IPReg  will  be  supportive where it  is clearly  difficult  for  an  individual 

to obtain the  required  proof.  There  may  be  circumstances whereby it  is not 

straightforward  to obtain the  proof  required.  IPReg should fall  on  the  side  of allowance 

rather  than immediate  refusal. 

1  

https://www.citma.org.uk/support.html
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Question 4. What are your views on the proposed requirement that full fees 

should be paid if an attorney who has had their fee waived is employed again? 

9. We have  no  objection  to  the  proposal  for  full  fees to be  paid if  an  attorney is employed 

again, but  we would suggest  that  a longer  period  is allowed  for  payment  of  the  fees.  A 

period  of  three  months in  our  view  would be more  reasonable. This  would allow  time for 

an  individual  to settle into their  new  role, fully establish employment  and,  if  necessary, 

accumulate  the  required  funds.  This would be  especially  beneficial  if  the  new  employer 

is not  paying  the  fees on  behalf  of  an  individual. 

10. We would welcome  clarity on  what  would happen  if  an  individual  returned  to 

employment  in 2022,  when the  timeframe  for  waiving  fees  has ended.  Would that 

individual  be  required  to backdate payment  for  fees due in  2021? 

Question 5. What are your views on the proposal to increase the maximum late 

payment fee to £250? 

11. We  have  no  objection  to  a late payment  fee  per  se, but  we  have some  concerns  at  the 

proposal  to  double  the  maximum  fee  which can  be prescribed.  This would appear to be 

excessive and  not  wholly justified  by  the  information  provided within  the  consultation. 

12. If  IPReg  were able to provide  further  details on  the circumstances under  which an 

individual  would be charged the  full  late  payment  fee  it  would help  with transparency 

and may  justify the  increase  and level  proposed. 

Question 6. Do you have any evidence of the impact that each of these proposals 

will have on different categories of individuals or firms? In particular, do you have 

any evidence of the potential impact on the diversity of the profession? 

13. We do  not  have any evidence of  the  impact  that  each of  these proposals would have on 

different  categories of  individuals or firms  or  on  the  diversity  of  the profession. 

Question 7. Do you have any comments on the proposed Business Plan? 

14. We are pleased  to  see  that the  2021  business plan focusses on  completing the  activities 

identified in  the  2020  business plan, but  which  have not  yet  been  completed,  namely the 

review  of  regulatory  arrangements. 

15. We deemed  this to be  an  important  piece  of  work for  IPReg  and  we therefore welcome 

the  fact  that  work on  this will  commence towards  the  end of  2020  and continue through 

2021. 

16. We consider  it  sensible for IPReg  not  to  look to undertake  too  many other  activities 

during  2021  and  for  the  review  of regulatory arrangements  to  be  a key  activity for  the 

year. 

Question 8. Do you have any comments on the draft Practising Fee Regulations at 

Annex A? 

17. We question  whether  the  following  provision  within the  ‘Guidance  to Regulation 6’  is in 

fact  a guidance  point or  should be within the  regulation itself? 

“The  chief  Executive may require  additional  information from  the  attorney  or their  former 

employer.” 
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It may be more explicit to include this as a rule as it will provide a clearer indication of 

the power for the Chief Executive to seek further information, especially if IPReg needs 

to contact a former employer to obtain the information required. 

General comments 

18. Although it is  proposed  that  the  practising  fees  will  not  be  increased  for  2021,  we 

commented  in response to the  equivalent  2020  consultation that  it  may  be  appropriate 

for  IPReg  to base any  financial  analysis on  the  newer  CPIH  rate,  rather  than the  RPI 

rate  which IPReg  were using.  We  encouraged  IPReg  to explore this option  and we 

would like to put  on  record again a request  for  IPReg  to  consider  this  for  the future. 

19. We are pleased  to  see,  once  again, a  ring-fence  of  reserves for  diversity  initiatives.  It  is 

important  for  IPReg  to  support an d align  with  the  broader  work  of  the  IP  Profession  in 

this area. 

20. We are also pleased  to  see  that  IPReg  plan  to review  the  current  system  for  exemptions 

for  attorney  qualification pathways and  a high-level  review  of  the  Accreditation 

Handbook.  Both of  these  would benefit  from  a  review,  along with other  educational 

materials,  such  as  the  IPReg  Competency Framework for  Trade  Mark Attorneys which 

hasn’t  been  reviewed  or  updated  for  some time. 

21. We would be  happy to discuss any  of  these points further  with  representatives from 

IPReg  if  it  would be  of  assistance. 

For  and  on  behalf  of  the  Chartered  Institute of  Trade  Mark Attorneys  

Keven Bader  

Chief  Executive  

8th  October  2020  
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9th October, 2020 

Fran Gillon 
Chief Executive  
Intellectual Property Regulation Board 
20 Little Britain 
London 
EC1A 7DH 

IPReg Consultation on the 2021 Business Plan,  
Budget and Practising Fees 

Dear Fran, 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the consultation on IPReg’s 2021 Business 
Plan, Budget and Practising Fees. The Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys (CIPA) is 
responding to the consultation in its capacity as the Approved Regulator for patent 
attorneys, as defined in the Legal Services Act 2007, and as the representative 
professional body for Chartered Patent Attorneys in the UK. 

CIPA Council reviewed the consultation documents at its meeting on 7th October and 
asked me to prepare this response on its behalf. 

CIPA recognises that IPReg is operating under challenging circumstances, brought 
about by the COVID-19 pandemic, and Council knows well that this is a time of great 
uncertainty for all those working in the intellectual property system. CIPA fully supports 
IPReg’s proposal not to increase practising fees for 2021.  

Council noted that IPReg considered if it would be possible to reduce fees and 
concluded that it could not do so without the risk that fees might have to increase 
significantly in the future, due to the risk of a decrease in the number of registrants. CIPA 
takes the view that a decrease is unlikely. In such a case, CIPA’s expectation would be 
that IPReg adjust its resources accordingly rather than increase fees. 

CIPA’s view is the same in relation to any future reduction in the number of registrants 
as a result of the impact of Brexit on the trade mark attorney profession. CIPA would 
expect IPReg to manage its resources accordingly, rather than to increase the financial 
burden on the patent attorney profession. 

In its response to the 2019 and 2020 budget and business plan consultations, CIPA set 
out the case that IPReg should aim to reduce practice fees over time, not increase them.  
This position was supported by the Legal Services Board, through its expectation that 
IPReg should look to reduce the cost of regulation over time.  The Legal Services Board 
was clear that IPReg “would be in a position to bring down the level of fee to reflect any 
reductions in costs and efficiency savings” once the priority projects are completed. 
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CIPA maintains this view. There should not be a long-term commitment to increase practice 
fees on an annual basis, beyond the point at which CIPA and the Legal Services Board 
believe that the efficiency savings delivered by the business plan should place IPReg in the 
position to be able to reduce fees.  CIPA asks that IPReg considers the level of practising 
fees beyond the completion of its efficiency saving projects and provides clarity on how it 
intends to meet the expectation that fees will be reduced.  

In its explanation on why it is not possible to reduce fees at this time, IPReg cites a year-on-
year increase in complaints. Council noted the use of language in describing the number of 
complaints in the current year, which is fewer than in 2019. IPReg states that in 2020 it has 
‘received or instigated’ eleven cases. Council would like to know under what circumstances 
IPReg instigates complaints and what the comparable number of complaints received is 
when these are excluded from the 2020 figure.  

CIPA welcomes IPReg’s commitment to introduce measures to alleviate hardship for patent 
attorneys and trade mark attorneys who find their financial position significantly affected by 
the coronavirus pandemic. CIPA support IPReg having the discretion to waive practising 
fees for individuals in circumstances such as redundancy and receipt of means-tested 
benefits, and for sole traders who have suspended or ceased trading. CIPA believes that it is 
reasonable to reinstate the fee if an individual’s circumstances allow for a return to active 
practice. 

In terms of late payment, CIPA notes that only forty-two registrants received a late payment 
penalty in 2020 and that only ten of these were at the full rate of £125. Given the low 
numbers, CIPA does not see how an increase in the late payment fee will create a greater 
incentive for registrants to pay in a timely manner.  

CIPA does not have any evidence of the impact that IPReg’s budget proposals will have on 
the diversity of the profession. Council urges IPReg to have a direct conversation with IP 
Inclusive on this important consideration. CIPA does not have any comments on the draft 
Practising Fee Regulations. 

CIPA welcomes the fact that the 2021 business plan maintains the focus on the review of the 
regulatory arrangements.  This is an important piece of work and CIPA looks forward to 
supporting IPReg in this work in whichever way IPReg deems appropriate. Given the 
uncertain times we find ourselves in, it is right that IPReg’s business plan should focus on its 
key core activities during 2021. 

Thank you for providing CIPA with the opportunity to comment on IPReg’s proposed budget 
and business plan, and for affording CIPA a brief extension in the deadline for responses to 
allow Council to consider the proposals in full. Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can 
provide any amplification or clarification of the points made in this response. 

Yours sincerely 

Lee Davies, Chief Executive 
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Activity 2021 Budget 
£ % 

2020 Budget 
£ % 

Resources 
Replacement of Board Members 8,000 5,000 
Staff and Board Costs 562,600 575,650 
Additional Budget for new Regulatory Policy Officer 32,000 30,000 

602,600 62.1% 610,650 64.7% 

Operational Costs 
Corporation Tax 150 250 
Financial Expenses 7,000 5,627 
General Administration Costs 98,480 100,711 
Contingency 0 5,000 
IT expenses 23,000 23,000 
Legal & Professional 60,000 20,460 

188,630 19.4% 155,048 16.4% 

Policy & Governance 
Compensation Policy Insurance Premium 35,000 35,000 
Conduct & Disciplinary 50,000 50,000 
CMA - Legal Choices 4,850 5,000 
Diversity 7,000 2,500 
Education & Projects 5,000 5,000 

101,850 10.5% 97,500 10.3% 

Legal Services Board and Legal Ombudsman Levy 74,310 7.7% 74,713 7.9% 

PR/Communications 3,000 0.3% 6,000 0.7% 

TOTAL £970,390 100% £943,911 100% 



 
 
 

       
 

 
 

 

 
  

 
   

     
    

       
       

    
  

     
  

 
      

  
      

       
     

   
     

  
 

   
 

 
 

PReg 
Annex 7 - Application to the LSB to make temporary alterations to IPReg’s Practising Fee 
Regulations 

The LSB’s exemption 

The LSB has issued  a direction pursuant to paragraph  19(3) of Schedule  4 to  the  Legal Services Act  
2007 (the Act). The purpose of this direction is to  enable the approved regulators to make  
temporary alterations to their regulatory arrangements in connection with coronavirus that are  
exempt from approval by the Legal Services  Board  (the Board) under Part  3  of Schedule 4  to  the Act.  
 
The  direction applies to temporary alterations  to  an approved regulator’s regulatory  arrangements,  
which are  made in connection with the  coronavirus; and for connected  purposes and  relate to:  
(a) provisions within or  made by  virtue  of  the Coronavirus Act  2020, or any  other  enactment, which  
is enforceable in England and Wales;  (b) up-to-date advice and/or guidance issued by the UK  
Government; and  (c) any  other consequential alterations to regulatory arrangements connected to  
or  necessary to implement sub-paragraph (a) or sub-paragraph (b).  
 
Approved regulators intending to  make alterations to their regulatory arrangements  under  the  
direction  must notify  the Board at least 2 working days prior to  the changes  coming into effect.  
 
The notification to  the Board  must:  (a) specify the ground(s) that is/are applicable; and  (b) explain  
why the alterations are necessary and proportionate.  

Notification by IPReg 

As part of its consultation on 2021 practising fees, recognising that the Covid-19 pandemic may have 
had a significant detrimental impact on attorneys and firms, we proposed introducing a process by 
which 2021 fees can be waived for attorneys who are facing hardship as a direct result of the 
pandemic. This could be as a result of being furloughed under the measures introduced by or under 
the Coronavirus Act 2020 (and then being made redundant), being made redundant because of the 
economic impact on their employer or, for sole traders, having to close their firm or temporarily 
cease trading as a result of the pandemic. The applicable grounds for this alteration are therefore: 
provisions within or made by virtue of the Coronavirus Act 2020; and the alterations are made using 
IPReg’s powers under the Legal Services Act 2007. 

The alteration is necessary in order to ensure that attorneys can remain on the registers, which 
carries significant weight in terms of their ability to find new employment. It is proportionate 
because for the time the attorney remains unemployed they will not have to pay any practising fee. 
If they find employment, they will have 3 months to pay the relevant fee. This will give them time to 
settle in to their new job and give them time to build up their finances again (or, if their new 
employer pays their fees, give the employer time to do so). Applying for fees to be waived is a 
voluntary process; there is no obligation on an attorney to do so. The alteration is time-limited and 
ends on 31 December 2021. 

Fran Gillon, Chief Executive 

28 October 2020 
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Annex 7 

IPREG  PRACTICE FEE  REGULATIONS  
   2020  

The Patent Regulation Board of the Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys and the Trade Mark 
Regulation Board of the Chartered Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys working jointly together as the 
Intellectual Property Regulation Board (IPReg) now make the following provisions under section 275A 
of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 and section 83A of the Trade Marks Act 1994, 
respectively (pursuant to sections 185 and 184 of the Legal Services Act 2007) and section 21 of the 
Legal Services Act 2007. 

Regulation 1 - Interpretation 

In these regulations,  unless  context  otherwise requires:  

"2007 Act"  means  the Legal  Services  Act  2007;  

"ABS"  means  a licensable body  as  defined in section 72 of  the 2007 Act;  

"Patent Attorney Register"  means (together) in respect of Registered persons other than ABS, the  
Register kept under  section  275 of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 as amended and in  
respect  of  ABS,  is  part  of  IPReg's  Register  of  licensed bod ies  for  the  purpose  of  section  87  of  the_2007  
Act;  

"Trade Mark Attorney Register" means (together) in respect of Registered persons other than ABS,  
means the register  kept under section 83 of the Trade Marks Act 1994 as amended and in respect of  
ABS,  is  part  of  IPReg's  Register  of  licensed bodies  for  the purpose of  section 87 of  the 2007 Act;  

"attorney"  means  registered  patent  attorney  or  registered trade mark  attorney;  

"practising via a body" means providing services to clients via the body or being employed by or being  
a manager  of  the body;  

"manager",  in relation to a body,  has  the same meaning as  in section 207 of  the 2007 Act;  

"patent  and/or  trade mark  work"  means  work  undertaken in the course of  business  as  an attorney;  
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"corporate work"  means  patent  and/or  trade mark  work  undertaken by  an employed attorney  acting 
solely  as  an agent  on behalf  of  - 

a)  their  employer;  
b)  a company  or  organisation controlled by  their  employer  or  in which their  employer  has  a 

substantial measure of control;  
c)  a  company  in  the  same  group  as  their  employer;  
d)  a company  which controls  their  employer;  
e)  an  employee  (including  a  director  or  a  company  secretary)  of  a  company  or  organisation  under  

(a)  - (d)  above,  where the matter  relates  or  arises  out  of  the work  of  that  company  or  
organisation;  or  

f)  another  person with whom  a person under  (a)  to (e)  above has  a common interest;  

"in  private  practice"  means  undertaking  patent  and/or  trade  mark  work  which  is  not  solely  corporate 
work;  

"inactive attorney''  means  an attorney  who is  not  available  to conduct  any  patent  and/or  trade mark  
work  for  a client  or  employer  

"registered  body''  means  a  body  (corporate  or  unincorporated)  entered  (or  where  clear  in  the  context, 
applying  to  be  entered)  in  the  Patent  Attorney  Register  or  the  Trade  Mark  Attorney  Register,  and:  

(a)  a body which is an ABS and is entered in the Register, becomes upon entry a licensed body  
under  the 2007  Act;  

(b)  "Registration"  and  "Registered"  shall  be  construed  accordingly  and  shall  mean,  in  respect  
of  ABS,  "licensing"  and  "being  licensed"  for  the  purpose  of  the  2007  Act;and  

(c)  for  the avoidance of  doubt  references  to "Registration"  and "Register''  in these 
regulations  are to initial  registration and any  renewal ofregistration;  

"sole trader  attorney"  means  an attorney  in private practice based in the UK  who is  practising other  
than via a registered body  or  a body  regulated by  another  legal  services  regulator;  

"other  professional"  means  an individual  who is:  

(a)  not  a registered patent  attorney  or  a registered trademark  attorney;  
(b)  based in the UK; and  
(c)  qualified as  a:  

i)  European patent  attorney;  
ii)  European trademark  attorney;  
iii)  barrister;  
iv)  solicitor;  or  



  
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

   
  

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
      

 
 

 
 

 

      
     

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
     

    
 

 
 
 

   
  

      
 

   
  

 
 
 
 

   
 

Annex 7 

v)  is qualified to be a registered  patent  attorney  or  a registered trademark  
attorney  but  is  not  registered  as  such.  

Regulation 2- Individual fees 

The fees provided for under regulation 12.2 of the Patent Attorney and Trade Mark Attorney  
Qualification  and  Registration  Regulations  2009,  for  individuals  to  be  entered  onto  or  to  remain on   the  
patent  attorney  register  and/or  the trade mark  attorney  register  from  1st  January  2021,  shall  be as  
follows:  

For entry on or to remain on 
a 
single register 

For entry on or to remain 
on 
both registers 

i) Attorney solely undertaking 
corporate work 

£177 £283 

ii) Attorney in private practice £215 £353 

iii) Attorney not in active practice £161 £258 

v) Sole trader attorney not employing 
other attorneys or other professionals 

£353 £504 

v) Sole trader attorney employing 
other attorneys or other 
professionals 

£353 + £71 for each attorney 
employed by the sole trader 
attorney + £283 for each other 
professional employed by the 
sole trader attorney 

£504 + £71 for each attorney 
employed by the sole trader 
attorney + £283 for each 
other professional employed 
by the sole trader attorney 

Regulation 3- Late payment fees 

The late  payment  fees  provided for under regulation 7.5 of  the Patent  Attorney and Trade Mark  
Attorney Qualification and Registration Regulations  2009 shall be equal to 50% of the corresponding 
fee  to  be  entered  into  or  to  remain  on  the  patent  attorney  register  or  the  trade  mark  attorney  register  
which is  being  paid late up  to  a maximum  late  payment  fee of  £200.  
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Regulation 4 - Registered body fees
I 

The fees provided for under regulations 2 and 7 of the IPReg Registered Bodies Regulations 2015 for 
corporate or unincorporated bodies to be registered* or to remain on the Patent Attorney Register or 
the Trade Mark Attorney Register shall be as follows: 

For entry on or to remain on a single register or 
both registers 

i) Registered body through which only a single 
attorney and no other attorneys or other 
professionals provide services 

£138 

ii) Any other registered body 
£353 + £71 for each attorney practising via the 
registered body+ £283 for each other 
professional practising via the registered body 

*  Please note that  this  excludes  the fee for  the first  approval  of  licensed bodies  which shall  be equal  to  .  
the practice fee payable upon approval  for  licensing.  

Regulation 5  - Commencement  

The fees  set  out in these r egulations shall  apply from  1st  January  2021  until further  
amended or  substituted by  further  regulation.  

    Regulation 6 - waivers - Covid-19 

This  Regulation 6 shall  apply  from  the date these regulations  come in to force until  31 December  2021.  

A  registrant  may  apply  to IPReg for  their  practising fee to be waived if  they  have suffered hardship 
resulting directly  from  the Covid-19 pandemic..   

IPReg may  ask  for  such evidence  as  it  considers  necessary  to assess  an application for  a practising 
fee to  be waived.   

The IPReg Chief  Executive may,  subject  to appropriate evidence being provided,  waive all  or  part  of  a 
registrant’s  practising fee.  Such waiver  will  only  apply  to cases  of  individual  hardship resulting directly  
from  the Covid-19 pandemic.  

A  registrant  whose fee is  waived under  this  regulation will  remain on the register(s)  and  will  be subject  
to the regulatory  requirements  that  apply  to attorneys  who  are not  in active practice.  In addition,  sole  
trader  individuals  or  firms  who have suspended their  practice must  maintain PII  in accordance with  
Rule 17 of  the Rules  of  Conduct.  

Attorneys  who  have  had their  fee  waived  under  this  Regulation  6  must  notify  IPReg  within  14  days  of  
becoming employed  or  resuming trading.  

If  an attorney  whose fee is  waived under  this  regulation is  subsequently  employed or  resumes  trading  
during 2020 or  2021,  the full  fee(s)  for  their  new  category  will  become payable within 3  months  of  
notification to IPReg of  becoming employed or  resuming trading.  No late payment  fee will  be payable  
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in these circumstances.  

Guidance to Regulation 6  - waivers - Covid-19  

Attorneys  will  need to provide evidence of  hardship.  Acceptable documents  include:  
•  a letter  of redundancy from  their former  employer;  and  
•  proof  of  payment  to  them  of  Universal  Credit  or  other  means-tested  benefits:  
•  in  the  case of  a  sole  trader  or  a  sole  practitioner  firm:  

o  evidence  that  they  have  either  suspended  trading  or  closed  their  business  as  a  result  of 
the  pandemic;  

o  if  they  have suspended trading,  they  have maintained appropriate PII  ;  
o  if  they  have ceased trading.  they  have put  run-off  cover  in  place or  transferred all  their  

clients  to another  firm  which has  included them  in its  own PII;  and  
o  if  not  in receipt  of  any  benefits,  their  savings  are below  the threshold for  any  State 

benefits.  
 

The Chief  Executive  may  require  additional  information  from  the attorney  or  their  former  employer.  
 
Fee  waivers  are  not  appropriate  for  attorneys  who  are  working/employed. They  must  continue  to  comply  
with  all  the  relevant  regulatory  arrangements  including  having  compliant  PII.  
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